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MEDICAL DEVICE FOR CONTROLLED DRUG DELIVERY

AND CARDIAC MONITORING AND/OR STIMULATION

Background Of The Invention

5 This invention is generally in the field ofmethods and devices for the delivery of

drugs, the delivery or measurement of electrical signals, or a combination thereof, in the

treatment and control of cardiac diseases or disorders.

The application of electrical energy to myocardial tissue has been an important

mode of therapy to treat several cardiac conditions. For example, in the presence of

10 bradycardia, implanted cardiac pacemakers are routinely used to sense slow heart rates and

deliver properly timed pulses of electricity of specified pulse amplitude and pulse duration

to control the sequence (in the case of dual chambered pacemakers) and the rate of the

heart beat. Another example is in the response to unexpected ventricular tachy-

arrhythmias such as ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation, for which the

15 implantation of cardioverters is indicated. These devices deliver a pulse of electrical

energy to cardiovert, or defibrillate, the heart (i.e., to cause the heart to revert to normal

beating) when a clinically significant ventricular arrhythmia is detected. Implanted

defibrillators have also been used to treat patients with atrial fibrillation.

In addition, monitoring ofthe electrical activity of the heart has been done for

20 many applications. For example, the 12-lead surface ECG looks at the resting state of the

heart, as well as the ECG response to stress conditions. These methods may be used for

indications of coronary heart disease. Ambulatory monitoring of the surface ECG has

been used for monitoring patients for abnormal arrhythmias, as well as for monitoring the

ST segment for occurrences of silent ischemia as a possible predictor for myocardial

25 infarction (MI). Other applications have also included monitoring patients with

transplanted hearts for transplant rejection. One feature of external ECG monitoring

devices is the inclusion of heart rate variability monitoring as a predictive variable for

sudden cardiac death or heart transplantation rejection. Within the field of implantable

devices, heart monitoring for abnormal arrhythmias, episodes of syncopy, and heart failure

30 have been documented. Implantable pacemakers and defibrillators also have increased

their monitoring capabilities.

U.S. Patent Application No. 2002/0107553 Al discloses an apparatus for treating

ventricular dysfunction, heart failure, or imbalance of autonomic tone or endocrinological

system, comprising at least one electrode located in a region associated with cardiac tissue

l
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in a patient's body; and means for applying electrical stimulation via the at least one

electrode to improve the cardiac efficiency ofthe patient's heart. The apparatus can

further include a drug delivery pump coupled to a drug delivery catheter that may be used

with cardiac stimulation to provide a biologically-active agent to tissue to prevent

5 anticipated or detected physiological insults. It would be desirable to provide improved

and/or alternative therapeutic devices and methods useful in treating or managing cardiac

diseases and disorders, including arrhythmias. It would be desirable to provide

implantable devices providing enhanced control of drug delivery in an apparatus for the

delivery or monitoring of electrical signals to and from tissues in cardiac applications.

10 Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a chronic condition in which the heart does not

pump sufficient blood to meet the body's needs. Typical symptoms are relatively non-

specific, but include shortness of breath (dyspnea), fatigue, peripheral limb swelling

(edema), fluid in the lungs (pulmonary congestion), weight gain, and abnormal lung

sounds (rales). The underlying causes of these symptoms are fluid overload,

15 vasoconstriction, and reduced myocardial contractility. Frequently, the patient's dyspnea

becomes more severe than usual, resulting in admission to an emergency room for relief.

Traditional intervention has involved the administration of diuretics, vasodilators, and

drugs that improve contractility (inotropic agents). Such therapy is palliative; 50% of

admitted patients are readmitted with similar symptoms within six months. In 2001, an

20 estimated 1M patients were admitted to U.S. hospitals for CHF; it is the single largest

expense for Medicare, at greater than $38B annually.

Within the past 15 years, three specific hormones have been identified which are

expressed in response to CHF. Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) is expressed by cells in

the cardiac atria during atrial distension. B-type (or brain) natriuretic peptide (BNP) is

25 expressed by cells in the ventricular myocardium during overload or stretch. C-type

natriuretic peptide (CNP) is released by cells in the endothelium in response to shear

stress. When these hormones are released, they produce vasodilation, excretion of

sodium, reduction in aldosterone levels, inhibition of the renin-angiotension aldosterone

system, and inhibition of sympathetic nervous activity. All of these effects are beneficial

30 to the CHF patient. It has also been reported that natriuretic peptides can modulate the

remodeling of the heart muscle, which is a typical occurrence in CHF patients in response

to the increased pumping demand (Naohisa, et al., "Cardiac fibrosis in mice lacking brain

natriuretic peptide," PNAS 97(8):4239-44 (2000)). In addition, a rapid, bedside assay for

BNP is available to facilitate diagnosis ofCHF and its severity, and has been demonstrated
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to predict future CHF-related cardiac events. Unfortunately, in patients with severe CHF,

the positive effects of these hormones, in the quantities that they are naturally expressed,

are insufficient to relieve the symptoms. As a palliative strategy, a recombinant form of

human BNP has been developed (Natracor - Scios, Inc.) and is becoming a common in-

5 hospital intervention for progressive CHF, including acute episodes of severe dyspnea.

Typical in-hospital intravenous (IV) administration includes a loading bolus of 2 fig/kg

(-140 fig), followed by infusion of 0.01 /*g/kg/min for 24 hrs (-1000 fig) or for 48 hours

(-2000 fig). Blood pressure is routinely monitored due to the potential for hypotension.

It is desirable to intervene in CHF as early as possible, in order to preempt, or at

10 least delay onset of, acute episodes of dyspnea. In many cases, administration of one or

more drugs is a central part of the intervention. However, the administration of drugs in

such circumstances may be problematic, in that the one or more drugs need to be

administered over an extended period of time, to maintain the desired bioavailability of

drug over time. A key limitation is patient compliance, particularly in the absence of acute

15 symptoms, in that patients are often unwilling to accept (painful) daily or even weekly

injections as the drug delivery means for extended periods. Moreover, for those drugs that

can be (non-painfully) administered orally, the patients may forget to take them on

schedule or at all. To deal with these strategies and limitations, a number of

pharmaceutical companies have developed extended release formulations for numerous

20 drugs, whether for oral or parenteral administration. These formulations typically rely, for

example, on PEGylation or controlled release formulations, in an effort to avoid RES

(reticuloendothelial system) uptake and control plasma drug levels for the purpose of

extending the period between injections. Overall, this strategy has had mixed results, in

part, because for many of the approaches, the strategy or technique employed for one drug

25 is not readily transferable to another drug. It would therefore be desirable to provide a

drug delivery system which avoids the need for frequent or continuous parenteral

administration for use in the management or treatment of a variety of diseases, disorders,

or conditions. It would also be desirable to reduce or obviate the need for a patient

suffering from CHF to be admitted to a hospital for treatment of acute symptoms,

30 preferably by providing a means for earlier drug intervention, particular in combination

with a means for monitoring the patient's cardiovascular and other properties. Such an

early intervention system would be highly desirable in the management ofCHF or in other

therapeutic or prophylactic applications.

3
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Summary of the Invention

Medical device and methods are provided for controlled drug delivery in cardiac

care of a patient. In one aspect, the device includes an implantable drug delivery module

which comprises a plurality of reservoirs, a release system contained in each of the

5 reservoirs, wherein the release system comprises at least one drug, and a control means for

selectively releasing a pharmaceutically effective amount of the drug from each of the

reservoirs; one or more electrodes or sensors for operable engagement with a cardiac

tissue of a patient, wherein the one or more electrodes are useful for cardiac monitoring,

cardiac stimulation, or both; and at least one microcontroller for controlling operational

10 interaction of the drug delivery module and the cardiac electrode. The electrodes may

comprise ECG monitoring electrodes, cardioversion electrodes, cardiac pacing electrodes,

or a combination thereof. The device may further include a power source. In addition, the

device may further include telemetry components for communications with the

microcontroller, the drug delivery module, the electrodes, the patient, or a combination

15 thereof. In one embodiment, the device further comprises one or more physiological

sensors operable to deliver a signal to the microcontroller.

Various drugs can be released depending on the particular therapeutic application

and patient needs. In one embodiment, the drug, upon release, is effective to reduce the

amount of energy required to cardiovert the heart. In one embodiment, the drug, upon

20 release, is effective to stabilize an arrhythmia.

In one embodiment, the microcontroller causes the drug to be released from the

drug delivery module immediately upon receiving a signal from the one or more

electrodes indicative of onset of an arrhythmia. In one embodiment, the device is useful in

the treatment of ventricular arrythmias.

25 In one variation, the device is used for detecting non-sustained ventricular

tachycardias, changes in heart rate variability, or both, and it optionally may further

include a defibrillator for delivering a cardioversion shock. This embodiment may be

useful in the treatment of atrial fibrillation, and the drug may include an anti-coagulant, an

analgesic, or both. In one specific embodiment, the microcontroller, upon receiving a

30 signal from the one or more electrodes indicative of an atrial fibrillation, releases the drug

and then after a predetermined delay initiates the cardioversion shock, wherein the delay is

of a duration effective to permit the drug to take effect. Following the predetermined

delay, the device optionally reconfirms the arrhythmia and, if detected, delivers the

cardioversion shock.
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In another embodiment, the device further includes a pacemaker having electrodes

for contacting the cardiac muscle for monitoring of a patient and transmission ofpacing

signals. In one variation, the drug includes an anti-arrhythmic drug, which, upon release,

is effective to reduce the frequency of induced pacing activity. In another variation, the

5 drug, upon release, is effective to increase the sensitivity of myocardial tissue to the

pacemaker stimulation pulse to effectively reduce pacing thresholds.

In another embodiment, the device includes a cardioversion means which

comprises a signal generator connected to at least two of the electrodes, wherein the

microcontroller controls the signal generator and the control means ofthe drug delivery

10 module. In one specific embodiment, the cardioversion means is implantable.

In one embodiment, the device includes an ECG monitor for monitoring for a

change in heart rate variability. This could be used for example in a patient having a

transplanted heart, wherein the drug, upon release, is used to reduce heart transplant

rejection and the monitor measures heart rate variability on a daily basis, and if the

15 variability increases, then a secondary drug or higher dose of drug is delivered to the

patient. In another example, the drug, upon release, is effective to prevent angina or

myocardial infarction or both. In one embodiment, release of the drug is a function ofthe

changes in the ST segment measured by the ECG monitor.

In another embodiment, the device includes a cardiac monitoring mean for

20 measuring electrogram signals from the heart, wherein the microcontroller receives a

signal from the cardiac monitoring means and controls the control means of the drug

delivery module. In one variation, the cardiac monitoring means is implantable.

In one embodiment of the device, the one or more electrodes or sensors are on an

outer surface of a hermetically sealed encasement containing the drug delivery module and

25 the microcontroller. In another embodiment, the one or more electrodes or sensors extend

a distance from a hermetically sealed encasement containing the drug delivery module and

microcontroller. For example, a flexible catheter can connect the one or more electrodes

or sensors to the encasement.

In one embodiment, the drug delivery module comprises a microchip drug delivery

30 device. In one embodiment, the control means for selectively releasing a pharmaceutically

effective amount of the drug comprises a reservoir cap positioned over each reservoir and

a means for actively disintegrating the reservoir cap. For example, the reservoir cap in one

embodiment is electrically conductive and the means for actively disintegrating the

reservoir cap comprises an input lead and an output lead each connected to the reservoir
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cap and a power source for delivering an effective amount of electrical current through the

reservoir cap, via the input lead and output lead, to heat and rupture the reservoir cap to

release the drug.

In another aspect, a method is provided for treating a patient in need of

5 cardiotherapy . In one embodiment, the method includes the steps of (i) implanting into

the patient the medical device described herein, so as to operably engage the one or more

electrodes with cardiac tissue in the patient; monitor one or more conditions of the heart

with the electrodes or delivering electric stimulation to the heart or both; and (ii) releasing

one or more drugs from the drug delivery module. In one specific embodiment, the one or

10 more drugs are released based on ECG signals from the patient's heart. For example,

the ECG signal can be monitored for a change in heart rate variability which is indicative

of an oncoming sudden cardiac death, and the one or more drugs are released, if and when

needed, to prevent sudden cardiac death. In another example, the ECG signal can be

monitored for a change in heart rate variability which is indicative of rejection of a

15 transplanted heart in the patient, and the one or more drugs are released, ifand when

needed, to prevent transplant rejection.

In another aspect, a medical device is provided for the controlled delivery of drug

to a patient suffering from congestive heart failure. In one embodiment, the device

includes an implantable drug delivery module which comprises a drug formulation of a

20 natriuretic peptide and a release mechanism for selectively releasing a pharmaceutically

effective amount of the natriuretic peptide into the patient; and at least one microcontroller

for controlling the release mechanism. The microcontroller may operate in response to

one or more monitored patient parameters, such as blood pressure, cardiac electrical

signals, tissue electrical impedance, blood oxygen, blood oxygen saturation, natriuretic

25 peptide levels, body weight, and combinations thereof. In one embodiment, the device

further includes an implantable monitoring module which monitors hemodynamic

parameters, ECG parameters, or both, for use in determining the one or more patient

parameters. Interaction of the drug delivery module and the monitoring module can be

controlled by the at least one microcontroller. In one embodiment, the drug delivery

30 module further comprises a second drug, such as diuretics, vasodilators, inotropic agents,

anti-arrhythmic agents, Ca
+
channel blocking agents, anti-adrenergics, sympatholytics,

renin angiotensin system antagonists, or combinations thereof; and a second release

mechanism for selectively releasing a pharmaceutically effective amount of the second

drug into the patient. In one embodiment, the microcontroller comprises telemetry
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components for receiving instructions for releasing the drug formulation, the instructions

being based on the one or more monitored patient parameters. In one variation, the patient

parameters comprise external measurements.

In another aspect, a method is provided for treating a patient suffering from

5 congestive heart failure. In one embodiment, the method includes the steps of (i)

implanting a drug delivery module in a patient which can selectively release one or more

drugs into the patient which are useful in the management or treatment of congestive heart

failure; and (ii) releasing the one or more drugs from the implanted module, for example,

in response to one or more monitored patient parameters. In a preferred embodiment, the

10 one or more drugs include a natriuretic peptide. In variations of this method, the

monitored patient parameters are selected from blood pressure, cardiac electrical signals,

tissue electrical impedance, blood oxygen, blood oxygen saturation, natriuretic peptide

levels, body weight, and combinations thereof. In one embodiment, the method further

includes implanting a monitoring module in the patient and monitoring one or more

15 patient parameters. Interaction of the drug delivery module and the monitoring module

can be controlled by at least one microcontroller.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a plan view of one embodiment of the medical device described herein,

20 comprising cardioversion electrodes, pacing electrodes, and a drug delivery module.

FIG. 2 is a plan view of one embodiment of the medical device described herein,

comprising ECG monitoring electrodes on the same substrate as an array of drug-

containing reservoirs positioned on a surface of a titanium encasement.

FIG. 3 is a plan view of one embodiment of the medical device described herein,

25 comprising catheter-type ECG monitoring electrodes.

FIG. 4 is a schematic drawing of the components in one embodiment of the

medical device described herein.

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing one embodiment of the medical device having a drug

delivery module implanted at a first location in a patient, a hemodynamic monitor

30 implanted at a second location in the patient, and a remote programmer device. The three

components are in operable communication by telemetry.

Description of the Invention

Medical devices are provided for use in the controlled delivery of drug for cardiac

7
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therapeutic applications, in combination with monitoring and/or stimulation of cardiac

tissues. In one aspect, the medical devices are useful for treating patients suffering from

diseases and disorders that may be better treated or managed with a combination of

electrical stimulation and drug therapy. For example, the drug may augment the

stimulation therapy, it may negate a side effect of the stimulation therapy, or it may reduce

the stimulation threshold in the treatment. In another aspect, implantable drug delivery

devices are provided for use in the management of congestive heart failure.

As used herein, the terms "comprise," "comprising," "include," and "including"

are intended to be open, non-limiting terms, unless the contrary is expressly indicated.

In one embodiment, an implantable medical device is provided for use in

arrhythmia therapy, which includes a drug delivery module and an arrhythmia control

module.

In another embodiment, the implanted device comprises a cardioversion device and

a drug delivery microchip that can release appropriate drugs in conjunction with the

cardioversion therapy. In one embodiment, the microchip delivers a drug effective to

reduce the amount of energy required to cardiovert the heart. In another embodiment, the

microchip device delivers a drug that is effective to stabilize arrhythmias. Examples of

such a drug include amiodarone, quinidine, and procainide. In a preferred embodiment,

the drug is administered at the earliest detected onset of arrhythmias (e.g., detection of

non-sustained ventricular tachycardias, or detection of changes in heart rate variability).

The release-triggering signal to the drug delivery microchip could be provided by the

cardioversion device. The drug delivery microchip could be integral within the

cardioversion device and utilize its electronic and software capabilities.

One of the concerns of cardioversion in the treatment of atrial fibrillation is the

potential release ofblood clots that may have formed within the atria during the irregular

beating. The release of clots after the atria are defibrillated, often result in an occlusive

stroke. As atrial fibrillation is not an immediate life threatening arrhythmia, one

embodiment of the implantable device provides that, at the onset of the detection of the

atrial fibrillation, an anti-coagulant (such as Coumadin, heparin, aspirin, etc.) is delivered

to prevent clotting of the blood when the cardioversion shock is administered. When atrial

fibrillation is detected, a predetermined time delay could be set to allow the drugs to take

effect. Once this delay period has passed, the defibrillator could then reconfirm the

arrhythmia and, if detected, the defibrillator would deliver the cardioversion therapy

accordingly.

8
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As atrial fibrillation is not considered life threatening, a patient's quality of life

must be considered in the use of an implantable atrial defibrillator. The use ofhigh levels

of electrical energy for cardioversion may result in significant side effects to the patient.

For example, the energy delivered by an implantable defibrillator (e.g., up to 10 joules for

5 atrial defibrillation) can be startling and painful for the patient. Therefore, in one

embodiment of the implantable device, an analgesic drug is delivered to reduce the

discomfort usually associated with the delivery of the cardioversion shock. Examples of

such drugs include Valium and lidocaine. These drugs can be introduced before the

delivery of the cardioversion shock, thus providing improved quality of life when

10 receiving this form of antiarrhythmic therapy.

Long term pacing patients often develop scar tissue around the electrodes that

contact the cardiac muscle. This scar tissue can interfere with monitoring of the patient by

the pacemaker and transmission ofpacing signals. The typical response to this condition

is to increase the amplitude ofthe pacing signal, which can induce pacing irregularity and

15 diminish battery life. Therefore, in one embodiment ofthe implantable device used in

cardiac pacing, the microchip device could be used to intermittently deliver an anti-

arrhythmic drug to reduce the frequency of induced pacing activity. The benefit to be

derived is that less scar tissue would be formed. In another embodiment, the microchip

device delivers a drug effective to reduce the pacing threshold by increasing the sensitivity

20 of the myocardial tissue to the pacemaker stimulation pulse. By reducing the pacing

threshold, less energy is required to stimulate the heart thus increasing the longevity of the

pacemaker.

The devices described herein are useful in several methods of arrhythmia therapy.

Preferably, the devices provide doses of one or more drugs from an integral drug delivery

25 microchip before the delivery of electrical cardioversion therapy. The delivery of

antiarrhythmic drugs that can be administered at the early detection of the onset of an

arrhythmia should reduce the risk of developing a more lethal arrhythmia. The devices

can also be effective in (1) reducing pain perceived by the patient as the result of

delivering a cardioversion shock, (2) lowering pacing thresholds, (3) reducing blood

30 clotting prior to the delivery of a cardioversion shock to prevent potential strokes, (4)

lowering cardioversion threshold, or (5) combinations thereof.

In another aspect of the invention, a device is provided for use in cardiac

monitoring, which includes an implantable microchip device for drug delivery in response

to changes in the monitored electrical cardiac signals. The devices described herein are
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useful in several methods of monitoring and responding to cardiac problems. For

example, an implantable device could be useful in the prevention ofmyocardial infarction,

lethal ventricular arrhythmias, and/or heart transplantation rejection. In one embodiment,

the implantable device is used to help prevent heart transplant rejection. For example, the

5 implantable device can be used to monitor the ECG of the heart and respond to changes in

heart rate variability by administering one or more drugs effective to prevent heart

transplant rejection. For example, an anti-rejection drug could be administered at a

prescribed rate at regular intervals, while the heart rate variability is monitored on a daily

basis. If the heart rate variability increases, which may be an indication of heart transplant

10 rejection, then an alternate prescription can be administered. This alternate prescription

could be a different dosage of the prescribed drug, a secondary drug contained in the

microchip device, or both.

In another embodiment, the implantable device can be used to monitor the ECG of

the heart and respond to changes in the ST segment by administering one or more drugs

15 effective to prevent angina and/or myocardial infarction.

In yet another embodiment, the medical device is specifically adapted for the

treatment or management of congestive heart failure. For example, in one device, the drug

delivery module releases a natriuretic peptide.

I. Device Components and Materials

20 In one embodiment, the device for use in cardiotherapy comprises (i) an

implantable drug delivery module which includes a plurality of reservoirs, a release

system contained in each of the reservoirs, wherein the release system comprises at least

one drug, and a control means for selectively releasing a pharmaceutically effective

amount of the drug from each of the reservoirs; (ii) a cardioversion means which

25 comprises a signal generator connected to at least two electrodes suitable for operable

engagement with a cardiac muscle of a patient; and (iii) a microcontroller for controlling

the signal generator and the control means of the drug delivery module. One embodiment

of this device is illustrated in a plan view in FIG. 1.

In another embodiment, the device for controlled drug delivery and heart

30 monitoring comprises (i) an implantable drug delivery module which includes a plurality

of reservoirs, a release system contained in each of the reservoirs, wherein the release

system comprises at least one drug, and a control means for selectively releasing a

pharmaceutically effective amount of the drug from each of the reservoirs; (ii) a cardiac

monitoring means for measuring electrogram signals from the heart; and (iii) a
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microcontroller for receiving a signal from the cardiac monitoring means and for

controlling the control means of the drug delivery module. Various embodiments of this

device are illustrated in plan view in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, and schematically in FIG. 4.

In one embodiment, the entire therapeutic device is implanted into the body of the

patient at a single location, such that the electrodes are mounted onto a surface of the

medical device (see, e.g., FIG. 2). In another embodiment, the drug delivery module of

the device is implanted at a first location and the electrodes extend to cardiac tissue at

another location, such as with a catheter, see, e.g., FIGS 1 and 3.

In yet another embodiment, the drug delivery module of the device (e.g., a

microchip device) is "free-standing" from the cardiac stimulator portion of entire device

(i.e., the stimulator module—such as for pacing or defibrillation). The drug delivery

module is implanted and controlled by a telemetry or hard-wired signal from the

stimulator module. See, e.g., FIG. 5. In this embodiment, there may be two

microcontrollers: one for the stimulator module and one for the drug delivery module.

The stimulator module could be implanted or used externally. One example of the latter

would be the use of an external defibrillator or external pacing unit in combination with an

implantable drug delivery system or module. (See, e.g., http://www.zoll.com, which

describes such external devices.) When both modules are implanted, they can be replaced

independently at the required intervals, e.g., the drug delivery module when the drugs have

been expended and the stimulator when the battery is depleted.

B. The Controlled Drug Delivery Module

The drug delivery device includes a substrate having a plurality of reservoirs,

which contain the drug molecules for delivery. In one embodiment, the drug delivery

module comprises a microchip drug delivery device. The substrate, reservoirs, reservoir

caps, control circuitry, and power source are described at least in part herein and/or in U.S.

Patents No. 5,797,898, No. 6,123,861, No. 6,551,838, No. 6,491,666, and No. 6,527,762,

as well as U.S. Patent Application Publications No. 2002/0138067, No. 2002/0072784,

No. 2002/0151776, and No. 2002/0107470. In one embodiment, control of reservoir cap

opening includes electro-thermal ablation techniques, as described in U.S. Patent

Application No. 10/641,507, filed August 15, 2003, which is incorporated herein by

reference.

The Substrate and Reservoirs

The substrate is the structural body (e.g., part of a device) in which the reservoirs

are formed, e.g., it contains the etched, machined, or molded reservoirs. A reservoir is a

11
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well, a container. MEMS methods, micromolding, and micromachining techniques known

in the art can be used to fabricate the substrate/reservoirs from a variety of materials. See,

for example, U.S. Patent No. 6,123,861 and U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2002/0107470. Examples of suitable substrate materials include metals, ceramics,

5 semiconductors, and degradable and non-degradable polymers. The substrate, or portions

thereof, may be coated, encapsulated, or otherwise contained in a biocompatible material.

Examples of coating materials include poly(ethylene glycol), polytetrafluoroethylene-like

materials, inert ceramics, titanium, diamond-like carbon, and the like. In one embodiment,

the substrate is formed of silicon.

10 The substrate can be flexible or rigid. In one embodiment, the substrate serves as

the support for a drug delivery microchip.

The substrate can have a variety of shapes, or shaped surfaces. It can, for example,

have a release side (i.e., an area having reservoir caps) that is planar or curved. The

substrate may, for example, be in a shape selected from disks, cylinders, or spheres. In

15 one embodiment, the release side can be shaped to conform to a curved tissue surface or

into a body lumen. In another embodiment, the back side (distal the release side) is

shaped to conform to an attachment surface.

The substrate may consist of only one material, or may be a composite or multi-

laminate material, that is, composed of several layers of the same or different substrate

20 materials that are bonded together.

Preferably, the substrate is hermetic, that is impermeable (at least during the time

ofuse of the reservoir device) to the molecules to be delivered and to surrounding gases or

fluids (e.g., water, blood, electrolytes or other solutions).

In another embodiment, the substrate is made of a strong material that degrades or

25 dissolves over a defined period oftime into biocompatible components. Examples of

biocompatible polymers include poly(lactic acid)s, poly(glycolic acid)s, and poly(lactic-

co-glycolic acid)s, as well as degradable poly(anhydride-co-imides).

The substrate thickness can vary. For example, the thickness of a device may vary

from approximately 10 \xm to several millimeters (e.g., 500 jum). Total substrate thickness

30 and reservoir volume can be increased by bonding or attaching wafers or layers of

substrate materials together. The device thickness may affect the volume of each reservoir

and/or may affect the maximum number of reservoirs that can be incorporated onto a

substrate. The size and number of substrates and reservoirs can be selected to

12
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accommodate the quantity and volume of drag formulation needed for a particular

application, although other constraints such as manufacturing limitations or total device

size limitations (e.g., for implantation into a patient) also may come into play. For

example, devices for in vivo applications desirably would be small enough to be implanted

5 using minimally invasive procedures.

The substrate includes at least two and preferably tens or hundreds of reservoirs.

For example, one reservoir could be provided for each daily dose of drug required, for

example, over a 3-, 8-, or 12-month course of treatment. A 15 mm x 15 mm substrate, for

example could include 400 reservoirs. Larger substrates could have more reservoirs, and

10 for any size substrate, the number of reservoirs may vary, depending for example ofhow

close together and how large the reservoir opening.

In one embodiment, the reservoir has a volume equal to or less than 500 |uL (e.g.,

less than 250 pL, less than 100 jliL, less than 50 pL, less than 25 |liL, less than 10 jliL, etc.)

and greater than about 1 nL (e.g., greater than 5 nL, greater than 10 nL, greater than about

15 25 nL, greater than about 50 nL, greater than about 1 |lxL, etc.).

Drue and Release System

The drug delivery device includes a single drug or a combination oftwo or more

drugs for release. The drug can comprise small molecules, large (i.e., macro-) molecules,

or a combination thereof, having a bioactive effect. In one embodiment, the large

20 molecule drug is a protein or a peptide. In various embodiments, the drug can be selected

from amino acids, nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, polysaccharides, and synthetic organic

molecules. In one embodiment, the drug is selected from nucleosides, nucleotides, and

analogs and conjugates thereof. Representative examples of drugs include analgesics,

anesthetics, anti-angiogenic molecules, antibiotics, antibodies, antineoplastic agents,

25 antioxidants, antiviral agents, chemotherapeutic agents, gene delivery vectors,

immunomodulators, ion channel regulators, metabolites, steroids, cytokines (e.g.,

interferons, interleukins), hormones sugars, psychotropic agents, vaccines, vitamins.

Examples ofparticular cardiac drugs that may be useful in the present medical

devices include antiarrhythmic agents, antianginal agents, drugs for the treatment of

30 congestive heart failure, and antithrombotic and fibrinolytic agents. Representative

examples of antiarrhythmic agents include sodium channel blockers (e.g., quinidine,

porcainamide, disopyramide, lidocaine, tocainide, mexiletine, encainide, and flecainide),

beta-adrenergic blockers (e.g., propranolol, Acebutolol, Esmolol, and sotalol), drugs that

13
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prolong repolarization (e.g., sotalol and amiodarone), calcium channel blockers (e.g.,

verapamil, diltiazem, and mebefradil), adenosine, and digoxin. Representative examples

of antianginal agents include nitrovasodilators (e.g., nitroglycerin, isosorbide dinitrate, and

amyl nitrate), as well as calcium channel blockers and beta-adrenergic blockers.

5 Representative examples of drugs for the treatment of congestive heart failure include

inotropic agents (e.g., cardiac glycosides such as digoxin, beta-adrenergic agonists such as

dobutamine, and phosphodiesterase inhibitors such as amrinone), angiotensin antagonists

(e.g., angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors such as enalapril, and angiotensin II

receptor antagonists such as losartan), and diuretics (e.g., thiazides, furosemide,

10 aldosterone antagonists, and potassium sparing antagonists such as triamterene).

Representative examples of antithrombotic and fibrinolytic agents include anticoagulants

(e.g., heparin and warfarin), anticoagulant antagonists (e.g., protamine, Vitamin Kl),

antiplatelet agents (e.g., aspirin, dextrans), tissue plasminogen activator, urokinase,

streptokinase, Eminase, aminocaproic acid, and tranexamic acid. The drug delivery

15 module can contain and deliver a wide variety of other drugs as well, alone or in

combination with the specific ones identified above.

In a particularly preferred embodiment for use in the management of congestive

heart failure, the drug is a natriuretic peptide. As used herein, the term "natriuretic

peptide" includes the family of natriuretic peptides known in the art (e.g., ANP, BNP,

20 CNP, and DNP), natural or recombinant natriuretic peptides, and natriuretic peptide

analogues, such as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,525,022 and U.S. Patent No. 6,028,055,

both to Lowe, et al., which are incorporated herein by reference.

The drug can be provided as part of a "release system," as taught in U.S. Patent

No. 5,797,898, the degradation, dissolution, or diffusion properties ofwhich can provide a

25 method for controlling the release rate of the molecules. The release system may include

one or more pharmaceutical excipients. Suitable pharmaceutically acceptable excipients

include most carriers approved for parenteral administration, including various aqueous

solutions. Other excipients may be used to maintain the drug in suspensions as an aid to

reservoir filling, stability, or release. Depending on the properties of the drug, such

30 excipients may be aqueous or non-aqueous, hydrophobic or hydrophilic, polar or non-

polar, protic or aprotic. See. e.g., U.S. Patent No. 6,264,990 to Knepp et al. The release

system optionally includes stabilizers, antioxidants, antimicrobials, preservatives,

buffering agents, surfactants, and other additives useful for storing and releasing

molecules from the reservoirs in vivo.

14
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Reservoir Cavs

As used herein, the term "reservoir cap" includes a membrane or other structure

suitable for separating the contents of a reservoir from the environment outside of the

reservoir. It generally is self-supporting across the reservoir opening, although caps

5 having additional structures to provide mechanical support to the cap can be fabricated.

Selectively removing the reservoir cap or making it permeable will then "expose" the

contents of the reservoir to the environment (or selected components thereof) surrounding

the reservoir. In preferred embodiments, the reservoir cap is selectively disintegrated. As

used herein, the term "disintegrate" is used broadly to include without limitation

10 degrading, dissolving, rupturing, fracturing or some other form of mechanical failure, as

well as a loss of structural integrity due to a chemical reaction (e.g., electrochemical

degradation) or phase change (e.g., melting) in response to a change in temperature, unless

a specific one of these mechanisms is indicated. In one specific embodiment, the

"disintegration" is by an electrochemical activation technique, such as described in U.S.

15 Patent No. 5,797,898. In another specific embodiment, the "disintegration" is by an

electro-thermal ablation technique, such as described in U.S. Patent Application No.

10/641,507, filed August 15, 2003.

In active release devices, the reservoir cap generally includes any material that can

be disintegrated or permeabilized in response to an applied stimulus, e.g., electric field or

20 current, magnetic field, change in pH, or by thermal, chemical, electrochemical, or

mechanical means.

In one embodiment, the reservoir cap is a thin metal film and is impermeable to the

surrounding environment (e.g., body fluids). In one variation, a particular electric

potential is applied to the metal reservoir cap, which is then oxidized and disintegrated by

25 an electrochemical reaction, to release the drug from the reservoir. Examples of suitable

reservoir cap materials include gold, silver, copper, and zinc. In another variation, the

reservoir cap is heated (e.g., using a resistive heater) to cause the reservoir cap to melt and

be displaced from the reservoir to open it. This latter variation could be used, for example,

with reservoir caps formed of a metal or a non-metal material, e.g., a polymer. In yet

30 another variation, the reservoir cap is formed of a polymer or other material that undergoes

a temperature-dependent change in permeability such that upon heating to a pre-selected

temperature, the reservoir is rendered permeable to the drug and bodily fluids to permit the

drug to be released from the reservoir through the reservoir cap.

In still another embodiment, the reservoir cap is formed of a conductive material,
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such as a metal film, through which an electrical current can be passed to electrothermally

ablate it, as described in U.S. Patent Application No. 10/641,507, filed August 15, 2003.

Representative examples of suitable reservoir cap materials include gold, copper,

aluminum, silver, platinum, titanium, palladium, various alloys (e.g., Au/Si, Au/Ge, Pt-Ir,

5 Ni-Ti, Pt-Si, SS 304, SS 3 1 6), and silicon doped with an impurity to increase electrical

conductivity, as known in the art. In one embodiment, the reservoir cap is in the form of a

thin metal film. In one embodiment, the reservoir cap is part of a multiple layer structure,

for example, the reservoir cap can be made of multiple metal layers, such as a multi-

layer/laminate structure of platinum/titanium/platinum. The reservoir cap is operably (i.e.

10 electrically) connected to an electrical input lead and to an electrical output lead, to

facilitate flow of an electrical current through the reservoir cap. When an effective

amount of an electrical current is applied through the leads and reservoir cap, the

temperature of the reservoir cap is locally increased due to resistive heating, and the heat

generated within the reservoir cap increases the temperature sufficiently to cause the

15 reservoir cap to be electrothermally ablated (i.e., ruptured).

In passive release devices, the reservoir cap is formed from a material or mixture

ofmaterials that degrade, dissolve, or disintegrate over time, or that do not degrade,

dissolve, or disintegrate, but are permeable or become permeable to molecules or energy.

Representative examples of reservoir cap materials include polymeric materials, and non-

20 polymeric materials such as porous forms of metals, semiconductors, and ceramics.

Passive semiconductor reservoir cap materials include nanoporous or microporous silicon

membranes.

Characteristics can be different for each reservoir cap to provide different times of

release of drug formulation. For example, any combination ofpolymer, degree of

25 crosslinking, or polymer thickness can be modified to obtain a specific release time or

rate.

Any combination of passive and/or active release reservoir cap can be present in a

single drug delivery module. For example, the reservoir cap can be removed by

electrothermal ablation to expose a passive release system that only begins its passive

30 release after the reservoir cap has been actively removed. Alternatively, a given device

can include both passive and active release reservoirs.

Means for Controlling Drug Release

The drug delivery device includes a control means to control the time at which the

drug is released from the device, and into the patient's body.
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In one embodiment, the means for controllably releasing the drug provides

selective actuation of each reservoir, which is done under the control of a microprocessor.

Preferably, such means includes an input source, a microprocessor, a timer, a

demultiplexer (or multiplexer), and a power source. As used herein, the term

5 "demultiplexer" also refers to multiplexers. The power source provides energy to activate

the selected reservoir, i.e., trigger release of drug from the particular reservoir desired for a

given dose. The microprocessor can be programmed to initiate the disintegration or

permeabilization of the reservoir cap in response at a pre-selected time or in response to

one or more of signals or measured parameters, including receipt of a signal from another

10 device (for example by remote control or wireless methods) or detection of a particular

condition using a sensor such as a biosensor.

The microchip device can also be activated or powered using wireless means, for

example, as described in U.S. 20020072784 Al to Sheppard et al. The telemetry means

shown in FIG. 4 can be employed in this manner, as well as to communicate instructions

15 for or power the electrical stimulation.

In one embodiment, the medical device includes a substrate having a two-

dimensional array of reservoirs arranged therein, a release system comprising drug

contained in the reservoirs, anode reservoir caps covering each of the reservoirs, cathodes

positioned on the substrate near the anodes, and means for actively controlling

20 disintegration of the reservoir caps. The energy drives a reaction between selected anodes

and cathodes. Upon application of a small potential between the electrodes, electrons pass

from the anode to the cathode through the external circuit causing the anode material

(reservoir cap) to oxidize and dissolve into the surrounding fluids, exposing the release

system containing the drug for delivery to the surrounding fluids, e.g., in vivo. The

25 microprocessor directs power to specific electrode pairs through a demultiplexer as

directed by a PROM, remote control, or biosensor.

In another embodiment, the activation energy initiates a thermally driven rupturing

or permeabilization process, for example, as described in PCTWO 01/12157. For

example, the means for controlling release can actively disintegrate or permeabilize a

30 reservoir cap using a resistive heater. The resistive heater can cause the reservoir cap to

undergo a phase change or fracture, for example, as a result of thermal expansion of the

reservoir cap or release system, thereby rupturing the reservoir cap and releasing the drug

from the selected reservoir. The application of electric current to the resistive heater can

be delivered and controlled using components as described above for use in the
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electrochemical disintegration embodiment. For example, a microprocessor can direct

current to select reservoirs at desired intervals.

In yet another embodiment, control means controls electro-thermal ablation of the

reservoir cap. For example, the drug delivery device could include a reservoir cap formed

of an electrically conductive material, which prevents the reservoir contents from passing

out from the device; an electrical input lead connected to the reservoir cap; an electrical

output lead connected to the reservoir cap; and a control means to deliver an effective

amount of electrical current through the reservoir cap, via the input lead and output lead,

to heat and rupture the reservoir cap to release the drug. In one embodiment, the reservoir

cap and conductive leads are formed of the same material, where the temperature of the

reservoir cap increases locally under applied current because the reservoir cap is

suspended in a medium that is less thermally conductive than the substrate. Alternatively,

the reservoir cap and conductive leads are formed of the same material, and the reservoir

cap has a smaller cross-sectional area in the direction of electric current flow, where the

increase in current density through the reservoir cap causes an increase in localized

heating. The reservoir cap alternatively can be formed of a material that is different from

the material forming the leads, wherein the material forming the reservoir cap has a

different electrical resistivity, thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and/or a lower

melting temperature than the material forming the leads. Various combinations of these

embodiments can be employed as described in U.S. Patent Application No. 10/641,507,

filed August 15, 2003.

In one embodiment, the drug delivery device utilizes an accelerated release

mechanism. In one embodiment, a positive displacement feature can be included to

facilitate release of the drug from the reservoirs. For example, the device may include an

osmotic engine or water-swellable component, which can be used to drive a drug

formulation from the reservoirs. For example, such a feature can provide very fast release

of drug the efficacy ofwhich is dependent on a fast pharmacokinetic pulsatile profile. As

used herein, the term "accelerated release" refers to an increase in the transport rate of

drug out of the reservoir relative to the transport rate of the drug solely by diffusion down

its own chemical gradient. The terms also refer to expelling reservoir contents that would

not otherwise egress from an open reservoir, i.e., where no or negligible diffusion could

occur.

B. The Cardioversion Means

The cardioversion means preferably comprises one or more device components

18
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known in the art, for cardiac pacing, cardioverting, and/or defibrillating. In one

embodiment, the cardioversion means comprises a signal generator connected to at least

two electrodes suitable for operable engagement with a cardiac muscle of a patient. The

signal generator is generated between the two electrodes suitable for operable engagement

5 with a cardiac muscle of a patient. The electrodes are connected to a power source, such

as a high energy capacitor and lithium battery, which provide the energy and power source

respectively for cardiac stimulation.

C. The Pacing Means

The pacing means preferably comprises one or more device components known in

10 the art, for cardiac pacing. In one embodiment, the pacing means comprises a signal

generator connected to at least two electrodes suitable for operable engagement with a

cardiac muscle of a patient as a single chamber pacemaker. The electrodes are connected

to a pulse generator, power source, such as an energy storage capacitor and lithium

battery, which provide the energy and power source respectively for cardiac stimulation

15 and sensing of cardiac activity. In another embodiment, the pacing means comprises a

signal generator connected to at least four electrodes suitable for operable engagement

with a cardiac muscle of a patient as a dual chamber pacemaker.

D. The Monitoring Means

The monitoring means preferably comprises one or more device components

20 known in the art for physiological monitoring (electrogram (ECG or EEG), O2 saturation,

pressure, temperature, pH, or loads on tissue structure at various in vivo locations). In one

embodiment, the monitoring means comprises a physiologic signal sensing and

discrimination in the determination of a changing physiological condition which may

induce the initial delivery or changing the delivery prescription of drug therapy.

25 As used herein, the term "operable engagement" in reference to the electrodes or

sensors and cardiac tissues refers to sufficient proximity to the cardiac tissue for the

electrode or sensor to operate effectively as known in the art; the electrodes or sensors

may or may not be in direct contact with the cardiac tissue.

E. Microcontroller Means and Other Components

30 The microcontroller means controls the signal generator and/or receives the

monitored electrogram or ECG signals and controls the control means of the drug device

module. As used herein, the term "microcontroller" is used to refer to microprocessors,

state machines, digital logic, or a combination thereof, which is operable to control (i) the

drug delivery module; (ii) the cardiac electrode module for stimulation, monitoring, or
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both; (iii) the interaction.of the drug delivery module and the cardiac electrode module; or

(iv) a combination thereof.

In one embodiment, the control circuitry includes a microprocessor, a timer, a

demultiplexer, and an input source (for example, a memory source, a signal receiver, or a

5 biosensor), a telemetry communication circuit, and a power source. The timer and

demultiplexer circuitry can be designed and incorporated directly onto the surface of the

microchip during electrode fabrication, or may be incorporated in a separate integrated

circuit. The criteria for selection of a microprocessor are small size, low power

requirement, and the ability to translate the output from memory sources, communications

10 signals, signal receivers, or biosensors into an address for the direction ofpower through

the demultiplexer to a specific reservoir on the microchip device (see, e.g., Ji, et al., IEEE

J. SolidState Circuits 27:433-43 (1992)). Selection of a source of input to the

microprocessor such as memory sources, signal receivers, or biosensors depends on the

microchip device's particular application and whether device operation is preprogrammed,

15 controlled by remote means, or controlled by feedback from its environment (i.e.,

biofeedback).

A microprocessor is used in conjunction with a source ofmemory (such as an

erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM), an on-board flash memory, and/or

an external EEPROM), a timer, a demultiplexer, and a power source such as a battery

20 (e.g., a lithium battery). A programmed sequence of events including the time a reservoir

is to be opened and the location or address of the reservoir can be stored into the memory

source by the user. When the time for exposure or release has been reached as indicated

by the timer, the microprocessor sends a signal corresponding to the address (location) of a

particular reservoir to the demultiplexer. The demultiplexer routes an input, such as an

25 electric potential or current, to the reservoir addressed by the microprocessor.

Typically, the operation of the drug delivery module will be controlled by an on-

board (i.e., within the package) microprocessor. The output signal from the device, after

conditioning by suitable circuitry if needed, will be acquired by the microprocessor. After

analysis and processing, the output signal can be stored in a writeable computer memory

30 chip, and/or can be sent (e.g., wirelessly) to a remote location away from the microchip.

Power can be supplied to the medical device locally by a battery or remotely by wireless

transmission.

20
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Sensors

In an optional embodiment, the microchip device includes a sensor or sensing

component. For example, the sensor or sensing component can be located in a reservoir or

can be attached to the device substrate or encasement. The sensor can operably

5 communicate with the drug delivery module, the cardiac stimulator, or both, e.g., through

a microprocessor, to control or modify the drug release variables, including dosage

amount and frequency, time of release, effective rate of release, selection of drug or drug

combination, as well as the time, duration, and frequency of electrical stimulation

delivered to cardiac tissue, and the like. The "sensing component" includes a component

10 utilized in measuring or analyzing the presence, absence, or change in a chemical or ionic

species, energy, or one or more physical properties (e.g., pH, pressure). Types of sensors

include biosensors, chemical sensors, physical sensors, or optical sensors. Further

examples of such sensors and sensor components are described in PCT WO 01/64344.

The sensor or sensing component detects (or not) the species or property at the site of in

15 vivo implantation (e.g., in a bodily fluid or tissue), and further may relay a signal to the

microprocessor used for controlling release from the microchip device, as detailed below.

Such a signal could provide feedback on and/or finely control the release of drug and

electrical stimulation.

There are several different options for receiving and analyzing data obtained with

20 devices located in the microchip devices. Active microchip devices may be controlled by

local microprocessors or remote control. Biosensor information may provide input to the

controller to determine the time and type of activation automatically, with human

intervention, or a combination thereof. In one embodiment, the medical device includes a

biosensor that can detect an oncoming of a biological event, and the device can initiate or

25 alter the drug therapy or stimulation therapy or both provided by the medical device such

that the effects of the biological event are limited or prevented. The timing of drug

administration or a change in drug dosing can be done with or without the patient's

knowledge.

In one embodiment, operation of the drug delivery module is controlled by an on-

30 board (i.e., within the package) microprocessor. After analysis and processing, the output

signal can be stored in a writeable computer memory chip, and/or can be sent (e.g.,

wirelessly) to a remote location away from the microchip. Power can be supplied to the

medical device locally by a battery or remotely by wireless transmission.

In one embodiment, the medical device includes one or more biosensors (which

21
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may be sealed in reservoirs until needed for use) that are capable of detecting and/or

measuring signals within the body of a patient. As used herein, the term "biosensor"

includes sensing devices that transduce the chemical potential of an analyte of interest into

an electrical signal (e.g., an ion selective field effect transistor or ISFET), as well as

5 electrodes that measure electrical signals directly or indirectly (e.g., by converting a

mechanical or thermal energy into an electrical signal). For example, the biosensor may

measure intrinsic electrical signals (ECG, internal electrogram, or other cardiac signals),

O2 saturation, pressure, temperature, pH, or loads on tissue structures at various in vivo

locations. The electrical signal from the biosensor can then be measured, for example by a

10 microprocessor/controller, which then can transmit the information to a remote controller,

another local controller, or both. For example, the system can be used to relay or record

information on the patient's vital signs or the implant environment, such as drug

concentration.

Packaging

15 The medical devices described herein will typically be packaged into to

hermetically sealed package, e.g., in a titanium encasement, which essentially exposes

only the reservoir caps, stimulation electrodes, and sensing electrodes when included.

These microelectronic device packages are typically made of an insulating or dielectric

material such as aluminum oxide or silicon nitride. Low cost packages can also be made

20 of ceramics, plastics, or reinforced epoxies. The package serves to allow all components

of the device to be placed in close proximity and to facilitate the interconnection of

components to power sources and to each other, while protecting the electronics from the

environment. The packaging can be coated with a biocompatible material, such as

poly(ethylene glycol), polytetrafluoroethylene-like materials, inert ceramics, titanium,

25 diamond-like carbon, and the like.

In one embodiment, the device comprises an outer layer comprising a single layer

or a multi-layer/laminate structure that includes combinations of silicon oxide (SiOx),

silicon nitride (SiNx) or silicon carbide (SiCx). In one embodiment, photoresist is

patterned on top of the dielectric to protect it from etching except on the reservoir caps

30 covering each reservoir. The dielectric material can be etched by physical or chemical

etching techniques. The purpose of this film is to protect the reservoir caps and leads from

corrosion, degradation, delamination, or dissolution in all areas where they do not have to

be exposed to the surrounding environment, to shield electrically active components from

the in vivo environment, and to enhance the biostability of the device materials.
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Methods of Making the Devices

The devices and modules described herein can be made using techniques known in

the art and/or described herein. Certain methods are described in U.S. Patent No.

5/797,898; U.S. Patent No. 6,123,861; U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2002/0107470; and U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2002/0151776, which are

hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety. One skilled in the art can fabricate, or

obtain the components and assemble them into, the medical devices described herein. The

assembly of a complete medical device may involve a number ofpackaging steps which

can include (1) attachment of electrical leads to the microchip, (2) filling of the reservoirs

with a release system comprising drug, (3) sealing the reservoirs, (4) integration with

electronic components and power sources and electrodes, and (5) placing the microchip(s)

and associated components within a single enclosure or "package."

Operation and Use of the Devices

Operation of the implantable device in arrhythmia therapy and in cardiac

monitoring is described above. In one, the drug delivery module is controlled by a pre-

programmed microprocessor to open one or a portion of the reservoirs intermittently (that

is, a different one or more reservoirs after predetermined time intervals) to effect release

intermittently, e.g., in a pulsatile manner. In other variations, the microprocessor (and thus

release) is controlled by a sensor, e.g., a biosensor, or by remote control. The

microprocessor also coordinates and controls delivery of the electrical signals to the

electrodes connected to the cardiac tissue to be stimulated.

Methods ofusing microchip devices for controlled release of drug are further

described in U.S. Patents No. 5,797,898 and No. 6,123,861; and PCTWO 02/30401, WO
02/30264, WO 01/91902, WO 01/64344, WO 01/41736, WO 01/35928, andWO
01/12157.

In one embodiment, the drug delivery module is for subcutaneous drug delivery, to

release drugs into the subcutaneous region which then diffuse into regional tissue or into

body fluid-containing structures, including, for example, the cardiovascular system, the

lymphatic system, the respiratory system, the digestive system, the central nervous system

(cerebral spinal fluid), or the genitourinary system. With the device, a drug can be

administered to treat one or more ofthese tissues or structures or fluids within the

structures, or can be transported through these tissues or structures to distal treatment

locations or to cellular binding sites.

In another embodiment, the drug delivery module provides direct communication
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between the source of the drug (e.g., a reservoir) and the particular fluid-containing

structure of interest, so that when drug is released, it enters the fluid without contacting the

subcutaneous region. This could be useful, for example, for administrating a drug that if

released in the subcutaneous space would cause inflammation, irritation, other tissue

5 injury/dysfunction, or would diffuse too slowly into a fluid-containing structure to achieve

an effective concentration in the fluid (e.g., because of clearance mechanisms). For

example, the device could directly release a therapeutic agent into one or more body

cavities or tissue lumens, including an intrathecal space, an intracranial space, an

abdominal/peritoneal space, a thoracic space, an intrapericardial space, a renal space, or a

10 hepatic space. For example, the substrate could have a shape that is compatible with the

fluid-containing structure, such as tubular to reside within a blood vessel (e.g.,

intravascular), rounded and buoyant to float in the bladder, or curved to conform to the

eye. The control circuitry and power needed to activate the reservoir caps can be located

in a control module outside or inside of the fluid-containing structure. If the control

15 module is located external to the fluid-containing structure, electrical conductors can be

used to connect to the reservoir caps.

In one embodiment, a drug delivery module includes a catheter which can be

inserted into the tissue lumen or structure of interest and which has one or more drug-

containing reservoirs fabricated therein, for example at a distal portion of the catheter.

20 The body of the catheter serves as the substrate in which tens or hundreds ofmicro-

reservoirs are arrayed around the catheter body at the distal tip portion. Advantageously,

the power source and control hardware can be located at a proximal end ofthe catheter, so

they need not fit into or be located at the delivery site. The electrical traces could be built

into the catheter body or supported on an inner or outer surface of the catheter body. See

25 U.S . Patent Application No. 2002/0111601, which disclosed one embodiment of a catheter

type implantable medical device, but which utilizes a different reservoir opening

technology than the electrothermal ablation system described herein. Optionally, the

catheter can have an internal fluid passageway extending between a proximal end portion

and a distal end portion. The fluid passageway can be in communication with an infusion

30 pump and a reservoir (e.g., a refillable reservoir containing a therapeutic fluid), so that the

device can deliver a therapeutic fluid through the passageway to the delivery site. In one

embodiment, the pump is placed abdominally in a subcutaneous pocket, and the catheter is

inserted into the intrathecal space of the spine, tunneled under the skin and connected to

the pump. Such an embodiment could be used, for example, in the management of
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chronic pain or for spasticity therapy. The microarray of drug-containing reservoirs can

be provided (i) on or in the body of the catheter, (ii) in a substrate device that is located at

the proximal end of the catheter and releases drug into an infusion fluid pumped across the

microarray openings to form a fluid/drug mixture that is pumped through the fluid

5 passageway of the catheter, or (iii) in a combination of these. In one embodiment, the

distal tip portion of the catheter includes one or more biological sensors to detect patient

conditions that indicate the desirability or need for drug release. The sensors could extend

from or be on the surface of the tip portion of the catheter body or could be located within

one or more reservoirs. In one version, the device could include one catheter having a

10 sensor on the distal end portion for implantation at a first site in vivo, and a second

catheter having drug-containing reservoirs on the distal end portion for implantation at a

second site in vivo.

Treatment and Management of Congestive Heart Failure

In various embodiments, an implantable drug delivery device is provided to deliver

15 a natriuretic peptide alone or in combination with other drugs for use in the treatment or

management of congestive heart failure (CHF). The other drugs may be those useful in

treatment or management of hypertension or arrhythmia, as a patient suffering from CHF

may also suffer from these conditions. Examples of additional drugs for release from the

implantable drug delivery device include diuretics, vasodilators, and inotropic agents, such

20 as anti-arrhythmic agents, Ca+ channel blocking agents, anti-adrenergics / sympatholytics,

and renin angiotensin system antagonists. A significant improvement in the care ofCHF

patients can be realized by a device that can both monitor relevant parameters and deliver

appropriate amounts of natriuretic peptide and/or other drugs in response to the status of

the patient as indicated by the relevant parameters.

25 In one embodiment, drug release from the device is controlled by an implanted

controller that monitors hemodynamic parameters, ECG parameters, or both, to determine

when the natriuretic peptide should be delivered. For example, the implanted medical

device could include an implanted drug delivery module and an implanted monitoring

module, wherein interaction of the two modules is controlled by a microcontroller. In this

30 way, the modules cooperate to deliver the appropriate amounts and types of drugs in

response to the real time needs of the patient, without the need for human activity between

the monitoring and the drug delivery steps. Alternatively, the implanted monitoring

module can send information about the patient to the patient or doctor, so that the patient

or doctor can activate (or reprogram) the implanted drug delivery module.
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In one embodiment, drug release from the implantable drug delivery device is

controlled externally, for example under the control of the patient or a physician. For

example, if the patient has been previously treated with natriuretic peptide and his or her

dose-response is already known, then the patient or physician can then use telemetry to

5 activate the release of an appropriate amount of drug over the appropriate duration, based

any of a variety of measured patient parameters. For example, the patient could monitor

his or her short term weight gain (indicative of fluid retention) or a non-invasive pressure

measurement (e.g., using an arm cuff) could be taken. In yet another example, telemetered

pressure information from an implanted monitor could be used all be used to determine the

10 need for and amount of natriuretic peptide or other drug to be released. Implantable

devices for detecting and diagnosing conditions associates with congestive heat failure are

known and described for example in U.S. Patent No. 6,328,699 to Eigler, et al., which is

incorporated herein by reference. In one embodiment, the implanted monitor may include

a low power transmitter configured to transmit information transcutaneously to a remote

15 receiver, which could include a display screen or other means for communicating

instructions to the patient, or it could communicate instructions to a separately implanted

drug delivery module. Such a system may also include an apparatus (e.g., a handheld

device) for wirelessly or hardwired communication of information to a base location. This

could be used, for example, to transmit information concerning the patient's condition

20 back to a hospital or doctor's office, or to transmit information concerning the patient's

prescription usage back to a pharmacy.

In one embodiment, the drug delivery device releases a natriuretic peptide (alone

or in combination with diuretics, vasodilators, and/or inotropic agents as a bolus,

continuously, or in a pulsatile manner to prevent fluid overload, vasoconstriction, and

25 reduced myocardial contractility) in the treatment or management ofCHF. In a related

embodiment, the device could include a drug useful in the treatment or management of

hypertension or arrhythmia, such as anti-arrhythmic agents, Ca+ channel blocking agents,

anti-adrenergics/sympatholytics, and renin angiotensin system antagonists. In these

embodiments, the drug delivery device optionally may be operatively linked to a

30 monitoring or sensing device, so that the dosing is tailored to the patient's real time needs.

Alternatively, the device is preset or preprogrammed to deliver a particular dosage and

may not require the monitoring capability. In one variation of this embodiment, the

device, after implantation, can be reprogrammed (e.g., wirelessly) periodically, as needed.

With daily dosing of a natriuretic peptide, for example, it is believed that a patient could
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avoid or defer the onset of an acute CHF exacerbation. It is also possible that low doses of

natriuretic peptide, insufficient to palliate the symptoms of an acute CHF condition or

insufficient to maintain hemodynamic stability, will be effective in reducing the rate or

extent of cardiac remodeling.

The implantable drug delivery module can be any device that is capable of storing

and controllably releasing the natriuretic peptide or other drug useful in the treatment or

management of CHF. Preferably, it is capable of releasing doses of drug on a frequent

basis for a period greater than six months, e.g., up twelve months or more. Examples of

suitable devices include those described in U.S. Patent No. 5,797,898; U.S. Patent No.

6,123,861; and U.S. Patent No. 6,491,666, and U.S. Patent Application No. 10/641,507,

filed August 15, 2003, which are incorporated herein by reference.

In one embodiment, the device includes a means for monitoring patient parameters,

a means for storing the monitored parameter values, and a means for processing the

monitored values. The means for monitoring patient parameters, the means for storing the

monitored parameter values, and the means for processing the monitored values are, or can

be readily adapted from, those known in the art. In various embodiments, the means for

processing parameters, e.g., the processing unit, may be any processor, microprocessor,

CPU, logic circuit or other device that responds to and processes computer-executable

instructions. The means for storing can be, for example, read only memory (ROM,

PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, etc.), random access memory (RAM), and other storage

devices, such as hard disks, floppy disks, optical disks, tapes and other types of computer-

readable media. In one embodiment, a physician or patient programs the processing

means to determine the timing and dosage of release of the one or more drugs in response

to the monitored values (or a change therein).

Devices and methods for monitoring patient parameters are well known. These

means may be used externally or internally with respect to the patient. Examples of useful

patient parameters to monitor include blood pressures, cardiac electrical signals, tissue

electrical impedance, blood oxygen, blood oxygen saturation, natriuretic peptide levels,

and combinations thereof. Implantable electronic systems known for use in cardiovascular

application, which can be used in the devices and methods described herein include those

for monitoring the heart's electrical activity (real time and processed electrograms can be

used to control the timing and amount of electrical energy delivered to various cardiac

sites to restore and maintain normal cardiac rhythm, defibrillate arrhythmic tissue, and

regulate blood flow provided by assist devices implanted or external to the patient),

27
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cardiovascular pressures (which is useful to understand the hemodynamic status of the

patient, including venous pressure, which is an indicator ofpulmonary congestion, and

arterial pressure, which is an indicator of vasoconstriction and the pumping capacity of the

heart), blood oxygen and blood oxygen saturation (for example, oxygen saturation of

5 venous and arterial blood provides information about the oxygen demand of the body and

the gas exchange performance of the lungs, which is directly related to the level of

congestion of the lungs and the efficiency ofblood flow through the lungs), and electrical

impedance of the lungs and thorax (for example, impedance changes with the fluid content

of tissue and is used to indicate the extent of congestion of the lungs and heart tissue).

10 In one embodiment, the means for controlling drug release is integrated into or

combined with the drug delivery module, wherein drug release is based upon the

monitored parameters of a patient. One or more of these means can be internal to the

patient, i.e., implanted. Two or more of the means can be operably linked with one

another by wires or by telemetry. See, e.g., PCT WO 01/64344 and U.S. Patent

15 Application No. 2002/0072784 Al

.

Publications cited herein and the materials for which they are cited are specifically

incorporated by reference. Modifications and variations of the methods and devices

described herein will be obvious to those skilled in the art from the foregoing detailed

description. Such modifications and variations are intended to come within the scope of

20 the appended claims.
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We claim:

1 . A medical device for controlled drug delivery in cardiac care in a patient

comprising:

an implantable drug delivery module which comprises a plurality of

reservoirs, a release system contained in each of the reservoirs, wherein the release system

comprises at least one drug, and a control means for selectively releasing a

pharmaceutically effective amount of the drug from each of the reservoirs;

one or more electrodes or sensors for operable engagement with a cardiac

tissue of a patient, wherein the one or more electrodes or sensors are useful for cardiac

monitoring, cardiac stimulation, or both; and

at least one microcontroller for controlling operational interaction of the

drug delivery module and the cardiac electrode.

2. The device of claim 1, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise ECG

monitoring electrodes.

3. The device of claim \ 9 wherein the one or more electrodes comprise cardioversion

electrodes.

4. The device of claim 1, wherein the one or more electrodes comprise cardiac pacing

electrodes.

5. The device of claim 1 , wherein the drug, upon release, is effective to reduce the

amount of energy required to cardiovert the heart.

6. The device of claim 1, wherein the drug, upon release, is effective to stabilize an

arrhythmia.

7. The device of claim 6, wherein the microcontroller causes the drug to be released

from the drug delivery module immediately upon receiving a signal from the one or more

electrodes indicative of onset of an arrhythmia.

8. The device of claim 7, for detecting non-sustained ventricular tachycardias,

changes in heart rate variability, or both.
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9. The device of claim 1, further comprising a defibrillator for delivering a

cardioversion shock.

10. The device of claim 9, which is useful in the treatment of atrial fibrillation,

wherein the drug comprises an anti-coagulant, an analgesic, or both.

1 1 . The device of claim 10, wherein the microcontroller, upon receiving a signal from

the one or more electrodes or sensors indicative of an atrial fibrillation, releases the drug

and then after a predetermined delay initiates the cardioversion shock, wherein the delay is

of a duration effective to permit the drug to take effect.

12. The device of claim 10, wherein following the predetermined delay, the device

reconfirms the arrhythmia and, if detected, delivers the cardioversion shock.

13 . The device of claim 1 , which is useful in the treatment of ventricular arrythmias.

14. The device of claim 1 , further comprising a pacemaker having electrodes for

contacting the cardiac muscle for monitoring of a patient and transmission ofpacing

signals.

15. The device of claim 14, wherein the drug comprises an anti-arrhythmic drug,

which, upon release, is effective to reduce the frequency of induced pacing activity.

16. The device of claim 14, wherein the drug, upon release, is effective to increase the

sensitivity ofmyocardial tissue to the pacemaker stimulation pulse to effectively reduce

pacing thresholds.

17. The device of claim 1 ,
comprising a cardioversion means which comprises a signal

generator connected to at least two of said electrodes, wherein the microcontroller controls

the signal generator and the control means ofthe drug delivery module.

18. The device of claim 1 7, wherein the cardioversion means is implantable.

19. The device of claim 1, comprising an ECG monitor for monitoring for a change in

heart rate variability.
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20. The device of claim 1 9, for use in a patient having a transplanted heart, wherein the

drug, upon release, is used to reduce heart transplant rejection and the monitor measures

heart rate variability on a daily basis, and if the variability increases, then a secondary drug

or higher dose of drug is delivered to the patient.

2 1 . The device of claim 1 9, wherein the drug, upon release, is effective to prevent

angina or myocardial infarction or both.

22. The device of claim 19, wherein release of the drug is a function of the changes in

the ST segment measured by the ECG monitor.

23 . The device of claim 1 ,
comprising a cardiac monitoring mean for measuring

electrogram signals from the heart, wherein the microcontroller receives a signal from the

cardiac monitoring means and controls the control means of the drug delivery module.

24. The device of claim 23, wherein the cardiac monitoring means is implantable.

25. The device of claim 1, further comprising a power source.

26. The device of claim 1, wherein the one or more electrodes or sensors are on an

outer surface of a hermetically sealed encasement containing the drug delivery module and

the microcontroller.

27. The device of claim 1, wherein the one or more electrodes or sensors extend a

distance from a hermetically sealed encasement containing the drug delivery module and

microcontroller.

28. The device of claim 27, wherein a flexible catheter connects the one or more

electrodes to the encasement.

29. The device of claim 1, further comprising telemetry components in operable

communication with the microcontroller.

30. The device of claim 1, wherein the drug delivery module comprises a microchip

drug delivery device.
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3 1 . The device of claim 1 , wherein the control means for selectively releasing a

pharmaceutically effective amount of the drug comprises a reservoir cap positioned over

each reservoir and a means for actively disintegrating the reservoir cap.

32. The device of claim 3 1 , wherein the reservoir cap is electrically conductive and the

means for actively disintegrating the reservoir cap comprises an input lead and an output

lead each connected to the reservoir cap and a power source for delivering an effective

amount of electrical current through the reservoir cap, via the input lead and output lead,

to heat and rupture the reservoir cap to release the drug .

33. The device of claim 1, further comprising one or more physiological sensors

operable to deliver a signal to the microcontroller.

34. The device of claim 1, wherein the one or more electrodes or sensors monitor one

or more patient parameters useful in treatment or management of congestive heart failure.

35. The device of claim 1, wherein the drug comprises a natriuretic peptide.

36. An implantable medical device for the controlled delivery of drug to a patient

suffering from congestive heart failure comprising:

an implantable drug delivery module comprising a drug formulation which

comprises a natriuretic peptide, and a release mechanism for selectively releasing a

pharmaceutically effective amount of the natriuretic peptide into the patient; and

at least one microcontroller for controlling the release mechanism.

37. The device of claim 36, wherein the microcontroller operates in response to one or

more monitored patient parameters.

38. The device of claim 37, further comprising an implantable monitoring module

which monitors hemodynamic parameters, ECG parameters, or both, for use in

determining the one or more patient parameters.

39. The device of claim 38, wherein interaction of the drug delivery module and the

monitoring module is controlled by the at least one microcontroller.
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40. The device of claim 37, wherein the microcontroller comprises telemetry

components for receiving instructions for releasing the drug formulation, the instructions

being based on the one or more monitored patient parameters.

41 . The device of claim 40, wherein the patient parameters comprise external

measurements.

42. The device of claim 37, wherein the monitored patient parameters are selected

from the group consisting ofblood pressures, cardiac electrical signals, tissue electrical

impedance, blood oxygen, blood oxygen saturation, natriuretic peptide levels, and

combinations thereof.

43. The device of claim 36, wherein the drug delivery module further comprises:

a second drug selected from the group consisting of diuretics, vasodilators,

inotropic agents, anti-arrhythmic agents, Ca+ channel blocking agents, anti-adrenergics,

sympatholytics, renin angiotensin system antagonists, and combinations thereof; and

a second release mechanism for selectively releasing a pharmaceutical^

effective amount of the second drug into the patient.

44. A method of treating a patient in need of cardiotherapy comprising:

implanting into the patient the device of claim 1, so as to engage the one or

more electrodes or sensors with cardiac tissue or blood flow in the patient;

monitoring one or more conditions of the heart with the electrodes or

sensors, delivering electric stimulation to the heart with the electrodes, or both; and

releasing one or more drugs from the drug delivery module.

45. The method of claim 44, wherein one or more drugs are released based on ECG

signals from the patient.

46. The method of claim 45, wherein the ECG signal is monitored for a change in

heart rate variability which is indicative of an oncoming sudden cardiac death and one or

more drugs are released, if and when needed, to prevent sudden cardiac death.

47. The method of claim 45, wherein the ECG signal is monitored for a change in

heart rate variability which is indicative of rejection of a transplanted heart in the patient

and one or more drugs are released, if and when needed, to prevent transplant rejection.
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48. A method of treating a patient suffering from congestive heart failure comprising:

implanting a drug delivery module in a patient which can selectively

release one or more drugs into the patient which are useful in the management or treatment

of congestive heart failure; and

releasing the one or more drugs from the implanted module in response to

the one or more monitored patient parameters.

49. The method of claim 48, further comprising monitoring one or more patient

parameters with a monitoring module.

50. The method of claim 49, further comprising implanting the monitoring module in

the patient.

5 1 . The method of claim 50, wherein interaction of the drug delivery module and the

monitoring module is controlled by at least one microcontroller.

52. The method of claim 48, wherein the one or more drugs comprises a natriuretic

peptide.

53 . The method of claim 48, wherein the monitored patient parameters are selected

from the group consisting ofblood pressure, cardiac electrical signals, tissue electrical

impedance, blood oxygen, blood oxygen saturation, natriuretic peptide levels, body

weight, and combinations thereof.
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